**Arrow Rock State Historic Site**

**BY THE NUMBERS**

- **LOCATION:** Saline and Cooper counties
- **NUMBER OF ACRES:** 167.39
- **ACRES IN ACTIVE STEWARDSHIP:** 35
- **NUMBER OF FULL-TIME STAFF:** 5
- **NUMBER OF PART-TIME STAFF:** 17
- **VOLUNTEER HOURS:** 2,414
- **2020 ATTENDANCE:** 98,369
- **MILES OF TRAIL:** 1.8
- **NUMBER OF STRUCTURES:** 38
- **MILES OF ROADWAYS:** 2.71
- **NUMBER OF INDIVIDUAL TOURS GIVEN:** 7,435
- **NUMBER OF PROGRAMS PRESENTED:** 6
- **STATE SALES TAX PAID:** $4,286.26
- **LOCAL SALES TAX PAID:** $2,029.00
- **TOTAL SALES TAX:** $6,315.26
- **SMALL MAINTENANCE & REPAIR BUDGET:** $35,000.00
- **CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS PROJECTS IN PROGRESS:** 2
- **CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS PROJECTS COMPLETED:** 1
- **ANNUAL BUDGET:** $411,031.00
- **NUMBER OF CAMPING NIGHTS SOLD:** 3,450
- **NUMBER OF CAMPSITES:** 48
- **NUMBER OF OVERNIGHT GUESTS:** 9,174
- **CAMPING NIGHTS SOLD BY ZIP CODE:** >>>>>>>>

**J. HUSTON TAVERN**

(Due to fire damage, the Tavern was closed in 2020)

**BUDGET**

- **NUMBER OF CAMPING NIGHTS SOLD:** 3,450
- **NUMBER OF CAMPSITES:** 48
- **NUMBER OF OVERNIGHT GUESTS:** 9,174
- **CAMPING NIGHTS SOLD BY ZIP CODE:** >>>>>>>>

**Making Missouri Memories**

* All numbers through December 2020.  † Information includes park and concession-run operations.  ** Estimated park and concession sales tax paid.  *** Advertised programs.